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This paper describes a new approach to computer-aided spa
linkage design which uses the dynamic binding feature of Jav
provide a extensible software system. The spatial linkages tha
focus on are constructed from one or more spatial open cha
that are connected to a single workpiece. Each open chain
less than six degrees of freedom and is termed a serial ch
primitive. The goal of the design system is to determine the
mensions of a set of primitives each of which has a workspace
includes the set of specified workpiece positions. These chain
then assembled together to form candidate parallel linkage
signs. There are many serial chain primitives each of which ha
specialized constraint solver. These primitives can be assem
into many different parallel linkages, each of which needs
analysis routine. Our approach to the challenge of generating
of these routines is to abstract the design process and struc
our computer-aided linkage design system to allow integration
specialize synthesis and analysis routines developed over tim
user-collaborators. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1486217#

Introduction
Computer-aided linkage design software computes the form

a device from a function specified by the designer. Function
form linkage design tools have recently been commercialized
SyMech Inc., SyMech@1# and Heron Technologies, WATT@2#.
These systems compute the dimensions for several planar lin
topologies, which are combinations of 4R closed chains and
open chains, given functional specifications provided by the u
Perhaps the first of this type of software system was KynS
~Kaufman@3#! which focussed solely on the 4R planar topolo
which was dimensioned to guide a body through a specified se
positions—R denotes a revolute or hinged joint. RECSYN~Wal-
dron and Song@4#! and LINCAGES~Erdman and Gustafson@5#!
added features that simplified the design process but again
cussed on planar 4R and later planar 6R linkages.

The linkage design software Sphinx~Larocelle et al.@6#! and
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later SphinxPC~Ruth and McCarthy@7#!, extended Kaufman’s
strategy to 4R linkages that move on a sphere providing the
design tool for the design of linkages for spatial movement. F
long et al.@8# used virtual reality to assist the designer’s spec
cation of desired function of a spherical 4R linkage as well as
evaluate the resulting computed device. The first design softw
for a true spatial linkage was Larochelle’s SPADES software@9#
which computed a spatial 4C closed chain to guide a body thro
four spatial positions—C denotes a cylindric joint which allow
rotation about and sliding along a given axis.

The relative positions of links in a spatial chain have six d
grees of freedom, as opposed to three for planar chains.
provides a richer array of linkage topologies that can be dim
sioned to meet a desired functional specification. It is not eno
to simply choose one of these topologies and develop a softw
system for this one alone. The designer needs the opportuni
see the result of fitting an array of topologies to a specified fu
tion. This means the system should compute a variety of dev
ranging from a one degree of freedom spatial linkage to a
degree of freedom constrained robot or platform linkage. This
significant expansion of the complexity of the design system.

The Design Process
Our goal is to develop a spatial linkage design system tha

structured so that it can be extended by user-collaborators to
clude a broad range of spatial linkage topologies of interest to
designer. We have examined existing computer-aided linkage
sign systems and identified a fundamental structure that we
lieve is generic to the function-to-form process for spatial lin
ages.

The general linkage design methodology starts with the sp
fication of the desired function. This can be done in the form o
discrete set of goal positions for the workpiece. A serial ch
topology is then selected, which is fit to the positions using
constraint solver adapted to the geometry of the chain. These s
ers are usually special purpose routines that rapidly compute
ther a finite set of solutions, or a parameterized solution space~see
Suh and Radcliffe@10#, or McCarthy@11#!. For spatial linkages
this process can be applied to a variety of serial chain primiti
selected by the user. Then, the various serial chains are assem
to define candidate linkage designs. The analysis and simula
of each candidate design is required to evaluate the movemen
mechanical advantage of the device as it performs the des
function.

Current linkage design systems are structured to apply this
sign process to either the planar 4R and 6R linkage topologies
spherical 4R, or the spatial 4C topologies. In what follows,
describe a Java-based system that allows this process to b
stracted for open chain primitives, which are then assemble
form various spatial linkage topologies, including those of t
current systems. Of importance is the fact that the various pri
tives can be integrated independently into the design system
they are developed by user-collaborators. Similarly the spa
linkage analysis routines that are fundamental to the evaluatio
various candidates and often challenging to develop can be
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cluded as needed. The variety of spatial linkage topologies p
vides the motivation for our abstraction of the linkage design p
cess and our development of a topology independent softw
structure for spatial linkage synthesis.

Software Functionality
We have called our prototype computer-aided design sys

Synthetica. Its functionality is based on our model of the linka
design process. We confine its scope to the synthesis of s
chain primitives~planar, spherical and spatial! and the analysis of
parallel linkages assembled from these primitives.

The key components and flow of information for Synthetica a
shown in Fig. 1. At every level, the architecture supports multip
linkage topologies and multiple analysis/synthesis routines. To
commodate this approach, a common interface is available
linkage analysis and synthesis routines which allows them to
dynamically integrated with the program. This feature is rep
sented by the Class Loader element in the block diagram.

We separate the task specification from the linkage topolo
using a Design Matrix element that presents all available synth
routines arranged according to the number of design positio
and the associated serial chain topology. This allows the use
direct the design process from either the task size or linkage
pology perspective. It also provides a high level view of the ava
able implemented routines.

Once a linkage topology and task size is selected, the task
sitions and other constraints can be specified. Since the numb
positions and constraints required by a synthesis routine is to
ogy dependent, the user interface for entering this information
dynamically generated according to the information provided
the specific routine. In addition, it is also desirable to be able

Fig. 1 Software Architecture
46 Õ Vol. 2, MARCH 2002
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directly specify a set of linkage dimensions. Again, to accomm
date multiple topologies, this interface is also dynamically gen
ated for the specified the serial chain topology.

Whether a set of serial chains is synthesized, or defined dire
the next stage of the process is to allow the designer to view
manipulate the solution space in a variety of ways, as represe
by the Solution Browser element. The solution browser allows
designer to change the solution space by modifying the task
topology, solving for additional serial chain topologies, or com
bining serial chain solutions into platform topologies.

Two components are provided to aid the designer in selectin
particular design solution. A linkage can be displayed and a
mated using the Linkage Viewer, or a range of linkages can
evaluated for a specific quantitative property by sending them
Design Evaluator. Analysis routines can be general purpose
topology specific. For example, a general purpose kinema
solver has been implemented for animating any serial or platfo
linkage, while a specialized type evaluator has been implemen
for RRSS architectures.

At any time, the task, topology, constraint, and solution info
mation can be saved for future use, or for use in external p
grams. Thus a design solution can be saved along with the sp
fications used to synthesize it. In addition, link and joi
geometries which are dynamically generated for 3D visualizat
purposes and can be exported for use in CAD packages.

Synthetica Packages
The first version of Synthetica is in the form of a Java app

which is designed to run under a web browser or applet viewer
Windows, and Macintosh operating systems. Java has a numb
unique features that make it well suited for implementing o
linkage design system. The Java language and API specificat
have become fairly stable, and provide a flexible and powerful
of GUI elements to enhance user interaction~see the Java Tutoria
@12,13# for an introduction!. Java has networking capabilities bui
in to the Java API, and provides a facility for utilizing dynam
cally linked libraries on the client machine. This not only provid
a means to more efficiently implement particularly complex co
putations, but it also allows Java programs to use existing c
libraries such as OpenGL@14#.

The object-oriented nature of Java also allows us to design a
of class specifications that enables collaborative developmen
special purpose synthesis algorithms and linkage analysis
tines. The platform independent nature of Java allows th
classes to be developed independently by researchers with
own software development resources and dynamically integra
with the applet/application at run-time.

Synthetica has four major components organized into J
packages as shown in Fig. 2. The main program integrates
coordinates the flow of information using the four underlyin
packages. The packages are briefly described as follows.

Fig. 2 Synthetica Package Organization
Transactions of the ASME
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The GUIModules package provides classes that generate
graphical user interfaces for designer input and interaction.
Java 2 Swing library is used extensively in this package.

The glprimitives package provides the 3D graphics engine
the main program. It uses GL4Java~http://www.jausoft.com/
gl4java/!, a JNI encapsulation of the OpenGL graphics library,
generate and display mechanism models in real-time. This all
the applet to access the OpenGL DLL’s on the client machine

The kinemath package provides basic mathematical resou
used by other parts of the program. It allows programmers
conveniently access mathematics operations such as vecto
matrix manipulation, and kinematics operations such as mo
interpolation. The javax.vecmath package is used extensively;
package is distributed with Java3D, but is independent of
Java3D specification and implementation.

The mechanism package provides the base classes and inte
specifications for defining linkages. It is designed to allow a p
grammer to easily implement new specialized linkage anal
and synthesis routines for integration with the Synthetica des
environment.

The GUIModules and mechanism packages encapsulate the
mary functionality of Synthetica by defining the user interfa
modules and the linkage routines respectively. We now provid
more detailed discussion of these two packages.

GUIModules Package. The GUIModules package create
the windows and panels that allow users to modify/view the
sign data. The three key components are the Design Matrix,
Task Specifier, and the Solution Browser. The functionality
these modules is dependent on the data structures and class
nitions found in the mechanism package, and on the standard
2 packages.

To accommodate the incorporation of multiple linkage and s
thesis routines, we have taken advantage of Java’s built-in c
bilities to dynamically inspect class contents at runtime. This f
ture is represented in Fig. 1 by the Class Loader. When
Synthetica applet loads, the available mechanism and synth
classes are inspected to determine the mechanism topology
task characteristics. This information is saved in a map and
sented to the user in the Design Matrix. The ability to load a
view the contents of an arbitrary class allows us include clas
generated by other programmers. In particular, the java.net.U
ClassLoader class allows us to load any user defined class g
its URL. The class specifications defined in the mechanism pa
age ensures that the classes contain all the information we ne
integrate them into our list of mechanisms and synthesis routi
The Task Specifier directs the user to enter all the informa
required by the particular synthesis routine. The Task Specifie
dynamically generated based on the information found in the s
thesis routine implementation. Position and constraint defaults
provided along with a listing of constraint names.

The Solution Browser is a dynamically generated window c
taining a panel for each distinct serial chain topology under c
sideration. Within each panel, the user can select and view
parameters for any of solution generated by the synthesis rou
When multiple serial chain primitives are being considered,
user can view different combinations of them in the same wind
and select to display the resulting closed chain linkage in
Linkage Viewer.

Mechanism Package. In order to support multiple mecha
nism topologies and synthesis routines, a detailed package
been developed for programmers who wish to extend Synthe
The mechanism package provides the classes which define
data structure of spatial linkages as well as a number of key
terfaces for implementing special purpose kinematics and syn
sis routines. The package is designed using the subclassing a
tecture of the Java language specification.

The mechanism package defines a DesignTask which con
the position and constraint specifications for the design. It a
Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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defines the Mechanism class which is the key component of
system. A mechanism is defined as a set of one or more s
chains composed of joints and links that act between a comm
gripper ~or platform! and a base. The package also defines
Geometric–Object that is used to parameterize the geometry
sociated with the elements that make up the linkage.

We have also defined four Java interfaces. The ForwardK
matics and InverseKinematics interfaces specify the methods
quired for linkage position analysis. The Synthesizable interf
specifies a set of methods for defining default tasks, constr
names, and for performing finite position synthesis. The Drawa
interface provides the programmer with the ability to create c
tomized geometry for the mechanism joints and links.

Implementing Mechanism and Synthesis Classes
Synthetica is structured to serve two roles. It can run as a s

dalone application/applet which causal users execute to synthe
and analyze implemented mechanisms. It is also a programm
package. Interested users can define their own mechanisms
implement their own synthesis or kinematics algorithms. At ru
time, the program examines the contents of these classes to d
mine the mechanism topology and DesignTask informat
needed to construct the Design Matrix.

All mechanism classes and synthesis routines are impleme
in the same way using the following basic procedure:

1. Create a new class by extending a base mechanism clas
example, SerialMechanism.

2. Implement any interface methods you require, such as S
thesizable and InverseKinematics.

3. Compile the source together with the Synthetica API, to
tain a java.class file.

4. Run Synthetica, and load the new class file using the C
Loader.

5. The information found in the new class will be mapped in
the Design Matrix and made available for use.

For the example design discussed in the next section, we im
mented five classes. When the Class Loader encounters t
classes it can inspect them to find that the first class defines
RR mechanism, the second class defines a TS mechanism
third class contains a synthesis method for 3 position RR syn
sis, the fourth class contains a synthesis method for 3 position
synthesis, and the fifth class contains a method for 3 posi
synthesis, with a different constraint list than the fourth. In ge
eral, we have found it convenient to implement one class
mechanism topology, and one class per synthesis routine.

Example Design Session: RRTS Linkage Synthesis
In this section we provide an example design session for sp

fying and synthesizing an RRTS linkage. Since we have alre
defined our mechanism and synthesis classes, we can run the
thetica applet and have it automatically inspect the classes.
resulting Design Matrix is shown in Fig. 3. The top portion of th
Design Matrix window is a table of buttons. The columns a
labeled with the available linkage primitives, and the rows a
labeled with the number of design positions. Within the tab
there are buttons used to select a particular synthesis method
number that appears on the button indicates now many synth
methods are available for that particular combination of positio
and linkage primitive. In this case, we have one 3 position s
thesis method for the RR chain, and two for the TS chain. Wh
we press the button, information associated with the availa
synthesis routines is displayed below the table. This allows
designer to choose between different synthesis methods. We
also provided an additional button for manual specification of
linkage dimensions.

In this example, we wish to proceed to synthesize an RR ch
Pressing the Synthesize button leads to the generation of the
Specifier, shown in Fig. 4. The Task Specifier window allows
MARCH 2002, Vol. 2 Õ 47
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to enter the design positions along with any additional constra
required by the synthesis method. It is customized for the part
lar linkage and synthesis routine. For the RR chain, it will on
allow the user to specify three positions. When we design a
chain, the names of the additional required constraints are
vided along with the position information.

Once the design task is completely defined, the program
ecutes the synthesis method and displays the solutions in the
lution Browser, shown in Fig. 5. At this point we have a numb
of options. We can change the entire design selection, we
revise the task, we an edit the linkage parameters, we can ad
additional chain to the design, or we can generate a 3D mode
the linkage solution.

In this case we want to add a second chain to the design. Pr
ing the Add button brings us back to the Design Matrix fro
which we select a TS chain synthesis method. We proceed thro
the Task Specifier and generate a set of TS linkage solutio
Now, the Solution Browser contains a panel for each set of cha
On the left we have the solutions for the RR linkage, and on
right we find the solutions for the TS linkage. We can now vie

Fig. 3 Sample Design Matrix

Fig. 4 Sample Task Specifier
48 Õ Vol. 2, MARCH 2002
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each solution individually, or combine the serial chains into
parallel linkage. In either case, the program takes the linkage d
associated with the selected solution and displays an interac
3D model of the design as shown in Fig. 6.

Depending on what kinematics routines are available, the
signer can then interactively move the linkage through the vari
positions, or change the joint variables to animate the mechan
It is important to note that any serial chains designed for the sa
positions can be assembled at those positions. This does not g
antee that the mechanism can move in a desirable way, thus
tivating the need for post-synthesis evaluation.

Discussion
The current version of Synthetica is an applet that runs in a w

browser or an applet viewer. The applet has been tested u
Windows 95/98/NT, Mac OS 9, and Mac OS X. Cross platfor
compatibility is complicated by two factors;~i! different web
browsers accommodate different Java Virtual Machines, and~ii !
OpenGL links to Java currently are platform dependent. Howev
once the proper libraries are installed, the same Java code ca
compiled to run on of the supported operating systems.

Fig. 5 Sample Solution Browser

Fig. 6 Sample Mechanism Viewer
Transactions of the ASME
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Once the Java applet loads, all computations are performe
the client machine. The applet is less than 100K in size, and lo
and initializes in seconds. The majority of the applet functiona
comes from the Java 2 packages and OpenGL libraries w
reside on the client machine. The synthesis routines for the
and TS mechanisms have analytical solutions and therefore
ecute almost instantly. The 3D graphics are initialized and ge
ated directly within the applet itself and passed to the resid
OpenGL implementation which can be hardware accelerated
our case, the RRTS linkage was colored, textured, manipula
and viewed in real-time.

Conclusions
This paper presents a new software structure for compu

aided spatial linkage design that is intended to support exten
by user-collaborators. It is based on an abstraction of the funct
to-form computer-aided design process for linkages that
evolved over the past decades. The complexity of spatial linka
requires a topology independent structure that allows u
collaborators to develop and integrate new serial chain pri
tives and parallel linkage analysis routines as needed. The s
ture consists of four primary modules: a Design Matrix, a Ta
Specifier, a Solution Browser, and a Linkage Viewer. These m
ules are supported by four packages, one of which, the mecha
package, can be tailored as needed to new spatial link
topologies.

The resulting system will allow the designer to investigate
large number of spatial linkage topologies, as well as extend
system, if necessary, with new linkage definitions and synth
routines. A prototype of this system defines spatial RR and
open chains and closed chain topologies that can be constru
from them. It shows that OpenGL, GL4Java, and Java 2 comb
to provided a convenient cross-platform development envir
ment. Future research will seek to involve multiple design la
ratories in a collaborative development effort for the comput
aided design of spatial linkages and robotic systems.
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